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A
bout nine New York minutes. 
That’s how long it took Oliver 
Comyn, senior vice-presi-
dent and a director with The 
Economist in the Americas, to 

explain to a roomful of about 50 mag-
azine reps what so many advertisers are 
demanding these days—a quantifiable 
return on investment. Something, any-
thing that “moves the needle,” as the cli-
ché du jour goes. Comyn’s pithy presen-
tation was part of a session on ROI held 
at the annual Folio:Show in Manhattan 
this past November. 

Judging by those standing up against the 
back wall, organizers should have booked 
a bigger room. In advertising circles, ROI 
has reached buzzacronym status, and it 
falls easily and insistently from the lips 
of today’s marketers. Magazine publish-

ers should take note. As media continue 
to fragment—some would even say atom-
ize—closer attention is being paid to the 
effectiveness of the ad messages they carry. 
John Wanamaker, the 19th century pio-
neer of the modern department store, 
once lamented, “I know half the money I 
spend on advertising is wasted, but I can 
never find out which half.” That saw no 
longer inspires resigned commiseration; 
it’s dismissed by cost-conscious procure-
ment officers eager to cut waste. 

What advertisers and agencies are look-
ing for now more than ever are messages 
that can quantifiably affect either a “hard” 
marketing metric such as sales, or soft-
er measures like intent to purchase and 
brand loyalty. So what was Comyn’s ROI 
anecdote? It was a beauty.

continues on page 10 

Osprey dipped its toe into 
magazine publishing with 
the acquisition of Kingston 

Life in 2003 and Vines last sum-
mer. You’re building up a maga-
zine division. Why?

Osprey has a clear strate-
gy to service all elements 
in a community. Regional/

community magazines are a part 
of this strategy. We want to lever-
age our presence in any market as 
well as extend our presence into

continues on page 22 
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continued from cover  The Economist retained 
an independent research company to survey 
subscribers who have regular traffic with 
multinational banks—one of the magazine’s 
key ad categories. “They’re incredibly 
competitive,” Comyn says of the various 
institutions. Of the magazine’s 10,000-
strong e-mail-based reader panel, 2,687 
were deemed appropriate survey recipi-
ents, and of those 1,086 responded for a 
40.4% response rate. Readers were asked 
to rate specific banks according to such 
things as expertise, innovation of product 
offerings, execution capabilities, trust lev-
els, prestige and expertise. Survey findings, 
he says, “were a good excuse to go and see 
the client.” They also served as a bench-
mark against which to measure future 
progress. The outcome opened some eyes. 

“The results pointed out to banking clients that 
some of their competitors were perceived to 
be stronger in certain areas, this gave them 
ammunition to get more advertising budget 

from their CEOs,” Comyn explains. When the 
survey is conducted again at a later date, any 
lift as a result of invigorated messaging can 
be measured against the client’s past survey 

performance. “Your survey becomes the 
needle [on the gauge of advertising effec-
tiveness],” he says. “If you do it right, you 
become their agent.”

Paradigm shift
This focus on measurable impact as illus-
trated by The Economist’s intermediary role 
between readers and advertisers represents 
a major shift in the traditional marketing 
model, says marketing ROI specialist Alan 
Middleton, an assistant professor of mar-
keting at York University’s Schulich School 
of Business. Traditionally, he says, media—
including magazines—have sold themselves 
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Advertisers want more than mere audience. They’re looking for 
BY WILLIAM SHIELDS
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The Economist’s Oliver Comyn (left) and York University 
assistant professor Alan Middleton are proponents of a 

more empirical approach to media advertising

Gauging eff
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on the size and nature of their circulation, dis-
tribution or number of impressions delivered. 
These, however, are base measures; they don’t 
explain what effect the advertising messages 
they carry have upon the consumer. “If 
you think about it,” Middleton says, “mar-
keting talks about measuring the customer; 
media selling itself measures its own prod-
uct, not the effect on the customer.” There’s 
a role for cost-per-thousand measurements, 
he says, but they’ve got to connect up to a 

“dashboard” that reflects the effectiveness 
of an advertiser’s overall marketing com-
munications program, including its use of 
magazine advertising. It’s the job of adver-
tisers, Middleton says, to build their own 
dashboards but very few are doing so. He 
estimates that it takes three to four years 
of “regularly and rigorously collecting data” 

that reflect such things as brand awareness and 
intent to purchase; that’s stage one. Then, at 
stage two of building the dashboard, you can 
start doing some modeling and what-if games, 
he says. Very few companies are there yet. “Even 
Procter & Gamble and Unilever are in the very 
early days of stage two, of understanding the 
interrelationships between these measures so 
that they can do some modeling.”

The media industry needs a whole new set of 
measures, he says, and it’s got to be based on a 
cause-and-effect mindset. “The problem is: the 
whole industry, not just the media industry but 
the ad agencies and indeed the marketers, are 
stopped. They haven’t pushed for those mea-
sures to link up to a dashboard and link up to 
the [effectiveness] measure very aggressively. So, 
you’ve three totally disconnected kinds of mea-
sures. You’ve got media measures (this magazine 
reaches this group, it costs so many per thou-
sand), from that you impute some kind of aware-
ness measures, and from that you impute some 
effect on profitability and brand building. Well, 
we can no longer impute. We’ve got to start con-
necting the dots.” 

Wanamaker, the department store pioneer, 
would be impressed with this sort of thinking. 

It’s this ROI-driven cause-effect approach 
that dominated discussion at the recent annu-
al meeting of the Audit Bureau of Circulations 
in Toronto in November. In a panel discus-
sion entitled “What does the marketplace want 
from print?” Zenith Optimedia Canada president 
Sunni Boot, Carat North America CEO David 
Verklin and Renetta McCann, CEO, Starcom 
North America, all spoke of ROI and the pres-
sure they’re under to deliver it. Boot encouraged 
publishers to build their brands without com-
promise while gathering reader-involvement 
information crucial to agencies and advertis-
ers who are eager to gauge the effect of their 
message. “We’ve never been under more scru-
tiny, and simply, I’m not sure we shouldn’t be,” 
said Verklin. “We’re running enormous amounts 
of [money]. You know, US$5 billion of capital 
comes through my company every year.” McCann 
emphasized the tricky business of actually locat-
ing the consumer in today’s environment, and 
she said that circulation professionals, experts at 

ferreting out new readers, can be useful in this 
search. “I have found circulation directors to be 
absolutely wonderful in spotlighting just where 
the consumer is hiding,” she said, adding that 
advertisers’ marketing costs are seen as expenses, 
as are the fees they pay to media agencies. “And 
all of us who are business practitioners realize 
the things that are under expense lines need to 
be managed, that they are managed down.” ROI, 
she said, “is a way for us to work our way off the 
expense lines. We have to be able to prove that 
the services we provide are capable of lifting the 
client’s businesses and therefore getting us put 
at least in the investment bucket as opposed to 
the expense bucket.”

The big picture
There are three main drivers behind this more 
empirical approach to advertising: (i) CEOs are 
responding to shareholder demands for great-
er accountability regarding corporate spending 
(remember Enron, WorldCom, Hollinger and 
GroupAction?). This is putting heat on chief mar-
keting officers who are leaning on agencies for 
solutions; (ii) the revenge of the Internet; the Web 
is giving advertisers a taste of real-time results 
and hard proof, in the form of click-throughs, 
that their messages have been received. Other 
media are on notice; and (iii) in a fragmenting, 
on-demand media environment, consumers are 
more difficult to reach than ever. “Monolithic 
blocks of eyeballs are gone,” says Eric Schmitt of 
Forrester Research Inc. “In their place is a per-
petually shifting mosaic of audience microseg-
ments that forces marketers to play an endless 
game of audience hide-and-seek.”

In this age of TiVos and PVRs and declin-
ing television viewership, advertisers’ habitual 
allegiance to broadcast messages through net-
work television is waning. It’s now about nar-
rowcasting, micromarketing, emotionally con-
necting, moving beyond 30-second spots and 
ink-on-paper ads and toward media collabora-
tion and innovation. The new approach means 
creating metrics that gauge behavior and lev-
els of engagement rather than brute circula-
tion or impressions delivered. “Make no mis-
take,” warned a recent article in Advertising Age, 

“it’s nothing short of a revolution. Those who 
don’t embrace it—and resistance to change 
remains disappointingly strong—will be 
crushed by it.”

That’s why we’ve been hearing peo-
ple like Larry Light, global chief market-
ing officer at McDonald’s, declare: “Mass 
marketing is a mass mistake.” Ad dollars are 
marching away from the mass media and 
toward more customized channels. “Mass 
marketing is an increasingly obsolete idea,” 
said Marketing Magazine editorial direc-
tor and associate publisher Stan Sutter in 
his speech to the International Association 
of Business Communicators in Calgary in 
November. “Definable, identifiable niches 

Big buyers: Zenith Optimedia’s Sunni Boot (left), Carat’s 
David Verklin and Starcom’s Renetta McCann at ABC’s 

annual conference in Toronto in November

ect
measurable results
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and consumer market segments are proliferat-
ing with the idea of one huge amorphous ‘con-
sumer’ all but disappearing.”

Magazine publishers have struggled with that 
fact for more than two decades, during which 
time special-interest titles have risen to domi-
nance. While it’s safe to assume publishers know 
well enough the virtues of niche over mass, what 
might not be understood is the effect that this 

“revolution” is having at the agency and adver-
tiser level: these people want to get inside your 
readers’ heads. And they expect you to take them 
there. Call it behavioral targeting.

This point was brought home to Canadian 
publishers during a momentous Magazines 
Canada panel discussion last July at an event 
called State of the Magazine Nation. More than 
300 magazine reps filed into the Isabel Bader 
Theatre in Toronto. The timing was perfect. The 
previous week, consumer goods giant Procter 
& Gamble (maker of Tide and Mr. Clean) had 
just named Starcom MediaVest and Carat as its 
North American communication planning agen-
cies. It marked a turning point. In its subtly word-
ed Canadian press release, P&G—the country’s 
largest advertiser with estimated expenditures 
last year of $165 million, according to Nielsen 
Media Research—hinted that its media spend-
ing habits were about to undergo a major change 
that would allow “the agencies to lead holistic 
communication plans by combining the plan-
ning of traditional media such as television and 
print with non-traditional media such as Internet, 
public relations and direct-to-consumer.” Holistic 
means concern above all for the whole rather 
than its constituent parts. In other words, the 
favoured status of television and print, long the 
twin powerhouses of P&G’s media spend, would 
now be neutralized before the spectre of other 
communication channels, including the Web, PR, 
point-of-sale promos, events and word of mouth. 
The Darwinian subtext was clear: it would be 
survival of, if not the fittest medium, then the 

most fitting ones. “In marketing [circles],” says 
Brad Davis, associate professor of marketing at 
Wilfred Laurier University, “P&G is like Vatican 
City. Whatever they do, the marketing people 
think this is the way to go.” 

The Mags Can panel provided a platform to 
spread the new gospel. It was as well-stacked as 
it was well-timed. Joining then-PROFIT pub-
lisher Kerry Mitchell and OMD Canada man-
aging director Anne Myers was 
Patrick Walshe, CEO Starcom 
MediaVest (Canada) and his 
new star client, P&G Canada 
corporate media manager Gina 
Banks, the Vatican delegate. 

“We are constantly looking at 
ROI,” Banks emphasized to the 
crowd. “How do we, at the end 
of the day, sell more toothpaste?” 
she asked. “The more we under-
stand consumers, the better our 
ROI will be.” Walshe echoed the 
sense of urgency at the agency 
level that’s bearing down on 
Banks’ corporate suite. “The 
ROI question now is even larger than it has been,” 
he said. “We are dealing with efficiency experts 
who are demanding ROI reports whether you 
are buying filing cabinets or media.” 

So, what can magazine reps do about it? To 
help them devise media plans that deliver ROI, 
Walshe said his agency and his star client “want 
to know how and why magazines connect so well 
with their readers.”  Seemingly trivial behavioral 
data such as what time of day the magazine is 
read, in which room of the house it is read, the 
state of mind that prompts readers to turn to a 
particular magazine and what’s happening in the 
reader’s mind when they are reading—all of this 
information, said Walshe and Banks, in almost 
tag-team format, is enormously important to 
them; it helps them to justify why as well as when 
to use a particular magazine to achieve the ROI 

expectations that rest on their shoulders, if not 
on individual magazines themselves. 

What’s meant by ROI
And that’s just it: are individual publish-
ers under an onus to deliver ROI, as The 
Economist did with its ingenious needle-
moving research survey? Not necessarily. 
There are a variety of metrics employed 
to measure return on advertising invest-
ment. It’s up to the advertiser and/or 
its agency to determine which needle 
it wants to move. Thinking in terms 
of “return on objective” rather than 
ROI is more applicable when look-
ing at one particular magazine ad 
that is part of a larger campaign, 
says Walshe. “Frankly, it’s not pos-
sible for us in a very complicated 
marketing communication environ-
ment to tease out just one element. 

So, what we will look at are brand health ana-
lytics [and whether we] are pushing intent to 
purchase scores, favourability scores.”

The definitive “hard” metric is sales. For large 
advertisers with a presence in a variety of media, 
isolating the sales-based ROI of a particular mag-
azine ad is virtually impossible unless it has an 
auditable, direct-response component such as 
a reply card, an 800 number, a coded URL—

or all three of these, as was illus-
trated in a recent Jaguar advert in 
the November issue of Report on 
Business magazine. But, as Randy 
Craig, director of advertising at 
Quarto Communications (explore, 
Cottage Life) points out, for small-
er advertisers whose only ad effort 
appears in Cottage Life, measur-
ability is relatively simple for the 
advertiser. (In those cases where 
clients are pleased, remember to 
request a testimonial.)

When the client is using other 
media, the process of isolating 
magazine effectiveness to establish 

ROI becomes more complex. Magazines Canada 
and the Magazine Publishers of America have 
numerous studies indicating that when the medi-
um of magazines gets a bigger share of ad dol-
lars normally allotted to TV, the reach and sales 
efficiencies are demonstrable. Results of an MPA-
commissioned study conducted by the Hudson 
River Group released last month show that when 
magazines are given an increased portion of a cli-
ents’ TV budgets for financial, personal care  and 
OTC/healthcare products, gains in reach efficien-
cy and sales ROI are both positive.

The “soft” measures
Yet ROI is not all about affecting a client’s veloc-
ity of sales. So-called soft measures are things 
like share of voice, aided recall scores (are the 
ads memorable when shown to focus groups/

This Report on Business ad (November 2004) deployed an 800 number, coded URL and reply card to gauge response 

Starcom MediaVest 
(Canada) CEO Patrick Walshe
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survey respondents), unaided recall, customer 
loyalty and awareness and purchase intent. This 
is the sort of data that has to be collected over 
a period of years, as York’s Middleton says, so 
that benchmarks can be established and against 
which new ad efforts can be measured. 

Magazines are widely regarded as an excellent 
medium for raising brand awareness and, due to 
the intimate one-on-one relationship with the 
reader, triggering an emotion; inducing a pur-
chase comes later in the campaign cycle, and may 
or may not include utilizing magazines. Think 
of those glossy magazine ads that feature a sleek 
new automobile, driver unseen, snaking along 
a twisty and usually wet mountain road. These 
are meant to stimulate desire and intent to pur-
chase; as those measures increase, local TV and 
newspaper ads are deployed that talk price and 
offer other inducements designed to drive con-
sumers into local dealerships. 

Great magazine creative creates buzz and word 
of mouth. Conversely, “no matter how target-
ed the magazine buy is, if the creative sucks 
then the message is lost,” says one media buyer 
who declined to be identified. Brand awareness 
is something magazines can appreciate, says 
Quarto’s Craig. “Every magazine is a brand, and 
we have an amazing relationship with the reader, 
and it seems the multinationals are saying, ‘OK, 
we want to be a part of that relationship the way 

you guys are. Help us do it, help us connect with 
Cottage Life readers. You guys know them best. 
What should we and what shouldn’t we do so 
they accept us the way they accept you?”

The ultimate case study in reader-advertise-
ment connection is Absolut vodka in the 1990s, 
whose startlingly original magazine creative tar-
geted a variety of specific magazine audiences 
in order to trigger an instant emotional link. 

“Those Absolut ads were the best at connect-
ing at that magazine level,” says Craig, recalling 
various campaigns tailored to run specifically 
in Cottage Life, incorporating cottage themes 
and locations, such as Absolut Haliburton, 
Absolute Muskoka and Absolut Kawartha 
wherein a Muskoka chair, for example, sports 
the bottle’s recognizable silhouette. “We ended 
up doing posters [of that],” recalls Craig, “I mean, 
people just wanted to have them hanging up in 
cottages all over the place.” 

“The world is coming your way”
It’s precisely that intimate relationship that mag-
azines have with their readers that so intrigues 
advertisers. Readers’ level of engagement is what 
sets the medium apart. An Erdos&Morgan (2000) 
study indicated that 51% of network television 
viewers find ad messages as annoying, compared 
to 7% of magazine readers. Speaking at the 
American Magazine Conference in Boca Raton, 
Florida, last October, Donny Deutsch, chairman 
of the Interpublic Group of Companies, told pub-
lishers, “You guys should have your chests stuck 
out” at a time when television advertising is com-
paratively so weak and vulnerable. At ABC’s annu-
al meeting in Toronto a few weeks later, Carat’s 
Verklin urged publishers to be optimistic about 
print’s future. Don’t think that television has a 
leg up, he said. “We buy TV like we buy pork bel-
lies. You should come to my company and see it. 
There’s so little of what we treasure in print. It’s 
just numbers” he said. “I think the print busi-
ness is going to do fine in the years ahead, and 
it’s been a tough few [past] years, but I believe 
the world is coming your way.”

Hopefully. Publishers can expect the heat to 
remain on high regarding advertisers’ demand 
for cause-effect ads. We may not be very far away 
from a whole new approach. It’s called Project 
Apollo. Market research companies Arbitron in 
the U.S. and VNU, Dutch parent of ACNielsen, are 
planning to track 70,000 consumers. Each partic-
ipant would be rigged with a so-called portable 
people meter that utilizes a variety of monitoring 
technologies that record what he or she watches, 
reads and buys. P&G is urging other large com-
panies to support this Orwellian initiative, which 
requires an initial outlay estimated at US$100 
million. The return on that particular investment 
would be challenging to compute. M

A classic: Absolut reached out to speak directly 
to Cottage Life readers. The vodka brand is a 

textbook case of break-through creative 

“You guys should have 
your chests stuck out” 
at a time when TV 
advertising is so weak 

          — Donny Deutsch
Chairman, Interpublic Group of Cos.


